
CONSUMERISM BAD

This is the ninth of 12 primers on various current affairs issues, published as part of the outreach programme for The
Straits Times-Ministry of.

Decide whether you can trust it and whether you should make any allowances for it in your interpretation of
the message. Growing consumerism can also be seen with people buying goods and services to publicly
display economic power, buying them "just for fun and pleasure" and buying without a plan or a budget, said
Dr Joicey Wei Jie, lecturer in the marketing programme at SIM University's UniSIM School of Business. And
it's easy to understand why. Mixing with people who have consumerist lifestyles can therefore be a powerful
influence on us. More sex appeal? And I'm quite sure that the Lord does not listen better to prayers read from a
leatherbound Bible than those read from a plain one, printed on recycled paper. Discarded plastics floating in
the ocean. For example, if we are spending much of our time and energy seeking the next product or activity
to consume then we have less time and enthusiasm to learn about the world or broaden our horizons. The
primers, as well as five campus talks helmed by editors and correspondents, are part of this paper's outreach
programme called The Straits Times-Ministry of Education National Current Affairs Quiz, nicknamed The
Big Quiz. This view therefore leads to a system that fails to give us what we need and forces many people to
live lives they might not otherwise choose. The influence of other people on us can go way beyond friends and
family however. There are however many people who are escaping the hold of consumerism or are
questioning the effect it has on our lives. In doing so, the group said it wanted to "highlight the links between
advertising, consumerism, fossil fuel dependency and climate change". If a new shared understanding
surrounding consumption is to evolve, education will have a crucial role to play. How does this mindset effect
marketing practice? All of the systems and institutions that we go through in life and the communications we
receive in day-to-day life serve to promote lives that uphold this view - so it profoundly affects and moulds
our world views. It is unsustainable We live on a planet with a rapidly growing population 6. TP's Mr Yeong
said rising consumerism may lead to market innovation and creativity too. Although we might reach it
sometimes e. A key reason why it restricts people so effectively is that it has become a massively powerful
force, with an influence across most areas of society and our individual lives. But then again, many of us are
called the C word on a daily basis, and do absolutely nothing about it.


